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Programme

Friday, 11 May 2018

12:30  Welcome  Eun-Jeung Lee (Freie Universität Berlin)

Panel I - Rituals – Power – Knowledge

Chair and Discussant: Vladimir Glomb (Freie Universität Berlin)

13:00  The Meaning of Ritual and Public Remembrance in Classical China
       Miranda Brown (University of Michigan)

14:00  The Meaning and Role of Sacrificial Rituals in Traditional Korean Educational Institutions
       Eun-Jeung Lee (Freie Universität Berlin)

15:00  Coffee Break

15:15  Mourning and Commemoration Beyond the Political: A Glimpse of Late Chosôn Grave Eulogies (chemun)
       Marion Eggert (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

16:15  When Remembrance was Ritual: Legitimisation of Chôngjo and the Public Rehabilitation of his Father
       Florian Pölking (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

17:15  Coffee Break

Panel II – Memorial Landscapes: Constructed, Contested, and Changing

Chair and Discussant: Kim Jean Young (Yonsei University)

17:30  Korea’s Mnemotopic Faultlines at the Seoul National Cemetery
       Hannes B. Mosler (Freie Universität Berlin)

18:30  Mount Herzl: The Creation of Israel’s National Cemetery
       Maoz Azaryahu (University of Haifa)

20:00  Dinner

Saturday, 12 May 2018

Panel III – The Ritualization of Memory and the Politics of Mourning

Chair and Discussant: Koo Hagen (University of Hawaii)

10:00  Ritualization of Memory – the 4.19 Student Movement in South Korea
       Daniela Claus-Kim (Freie Universität Berlin)

11:00  National Loss and the Politization of Mourning in North Korea
       Eric J. Ballbach (Freie Universität Berlin)

12:00  Closing Remarks and Discussion